VL Launches VL OMNI Dashboard
Mississauga, Ontario -- March, 2017
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
VL has both debuted and demonstrated their new VL OMNI Dashboard for the first time this
past week. The VL OMNI Dashboard was enthusiastically received by the elite Amazon Sellers
and Vendors who attended Prosper Show 2017.
With the launch of the new VL OMNI dashboard, VL customers can now view critical data
movements and statuses while updating information (and more) in a single interface.
Businesses can continue to trust VL to move data seamlessly through their infrastructure as
they grow, expand and accelerate their business.
To book a one-on-one demonstration of the VL OMNI Dashboard with VL, email the VL team at
info@virtuallogistics.ca.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
VL OMNI is a customized supply chain data integration service for growing omni-channel
businesses in North America and the UK. We are focused on helping businesses function more
efficiently and effectively by providing deep custom integration services. We provide integration
between API-driven applications as well as handling traditional EDI and communications
methods (AS2, FTP, email).
We service these needs in the cloud through our VL OMNI platform which runs on Amazon Web
Services. Serverless cloud computing lets us build scalable and cost-effective integrations that
can handle transaction bursts automatically without the need for provisioning, configuring,
and/or managing servers.
The VL OMNI Dashboard allows you to view and report on the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Channel activity
Transaction activity
Inventory/price sync
Alerts and notifications
Key metrics
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FUNCTIONAL INFORMATION
●
●
●
●
●

Sales orders, confirmations, fulfillments, invoices
Returns
Inventory and price sync
Purchase orders and receipt confirmation
Warehouse integration
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

VL OMNI integrates with almost unlimited applications, enabling you to track most typical
transactions. These include: orders in, orders out, invoices in, invoices out, email notification on
orders, shipping status update, inventory sync, order acknowledgements, inventory updates,
price sync, warehouse orders in/out by status, and more.
ABOUT VL
With over 20+ years of experience in the data integration industry, VL is a team of dedicated
integration experts, programmers, EDI specialists, marketing professionals, and much more.
VL OMNI, VL's cloud-hosted point to multi-channel data integration service, meets the complex
needs of these sophisticated retailers. Over 200 active customers trust VL as their data
integration partners for real-time accurate customer order data, shipment details, inventory, and
prices.
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